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By mid 2017 we will have 30 coaches (15% of our membership)
External Sports Psychologist.
External Fitness & Conditioning Coach.
In-house/external equipment specialists.
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Encouraging Competition

Drills & Skills workshops.

Everyone that enters will be a winner!

Bow type specialists to all levels.

Let us be clear, we are not forcing anyone to compete, we are simply doing our best to
change attitudes and best support those that decide to give it a go. Across our sport
the reality is that the majority of Archery GB members do not enter tournaments and
there are many reasons for that, we have developed a structure which will hopefully
encourage more archers to take that first step!
Competition is encouraged from the first session of a beginners course, in the School
Games Programme, at open community sessions and in corporate events. Competition
is celebrated at every opportunity including at our Annual Awards Evening. We always
provide one of the biggest club entries at the British Junior Championships and are
incredibly successful!
However in medal terms most of us cannot be winners and in the final analysis, if that is
what motivates you then you are likely to be more stressed and ultimately disappointed!

Good knowledge/experience to support a range of physical/special
educational needs requirements.
Superb Improvers Courses
Top class indoor and outdoor facilities.

Lots of ‘In-Kind’ Income.
We continually benefit from arrangements where in return for running, for
example, satellite and after-school clubs, we get significant reductions on our hall
hire rates. These arrangements have literally saved us £1,000’s. Likewise with
Recreation Centres where running ‘have-a-go’ sessions which they charge for but
we provide the equipment & coaching. In return we get ‘free’ use of the hall and
storage space for our equipment without charge!

Our Club Competition & Records Oﬃcer
Advertisers tournaments, maintains individual scores, promotes
postal competitions, submits classification paperwork etc.

Practice Makes Perfect
We are fortunate to enough to have our own outdoor ground, with a covered shooting
area to ensure bad weather does not stop us. However it is the range of superb
indoor venues and the duration of their availability that provide so much opportunity
to shoot, coach, run workshops, improvers programmes and team development
activities.

We organise numerous World & British Record Status tournaments!
̣
Each year Indoors we will organise three British Record Status events & a World Record
Status WA18 which will be our Annual Inclusion shoot..
Outdoors we are planning at least 4 World & British Record status events each year. We
also currently host the County Junior & Senior Record Status Championships.

Mock Head2Head Competitions mixing our international archers with
those that aspire to be.
Archers of all levels work together to provide invaluable tournament experience
especially with providing H2H round robins and elimination events.

We actively promote opportunities.
We actively encourage members to participate in the Archery GB organised postal
shoots such as the January Challenge, summer metrics, handicap improvement,
classification & Progress Awards. The club funds the badges & formally presents
them.
We organises numerous Club Target Competitions, Head to Head practice sessions,
Club leagues. Many of these are run as mock formal tournaments. The results are
published together with headlines highlighting not just good scores but handicap
improvements.
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The only real competition is yourself!
Once archers recognise and believe this, that are well on the way to gaining access
to a world of challenge, progress, enjoyment and of course frustration!

